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ABSTRACT listeners with hearing losses. Such loudness functions
are consistent with the steep functions shown by classi-
cal data on loudness matches between tones for whichThis article examines how loudness grows with increas-

ing intensity near threshold in five listeners with hear- thresholds are normal and tones for which thresholds
are elevated. Thus, the present data indicate that aning losses of predominantly cochlear origin. It provides

evidence against the pervasive and long-held notion abnormally large loudness at an elevated threshold is likely
to be a better definition of recruitment than the classicalthat such listeners show abnormally rapid loudness

growth near their elevated thresholds. As in a previous definition of it as an abnormally rapid growth of loud-
ness above an elevated threshold.study for listeners with normal hearing, loudness func-

tions near threshold were derived from loudness Keywords: loudness, cochlear hearing losses, recruit-
ment, threshold, modelsmatches between a pure tone and four- or ten-tone

complexes using a simple model of loudness summa-
tion. This study assumed that the loudness function
had the same form for any component of a complex,
but a scale factor that depended on the amount of
hearing loss allowed the loudness at threshold to vary
with frequency. The best-fitting loudness functions had INTRODUCTIONlow-level local exponents [i.e., slopes of the low-level
loudness function plotted as log(loudness) versus

Listeners with cochlear hearing losses cannot hear alog(intensity)] that were within the normal range. At
low-SPL tone in the frequency range of their hearing0 dB SL, the average local exponents were 1.26 for
loss. However, once the tone is about 30 dB abovethe listeners with hearing losses compared with 1.31 for
threshold, its loudness level is usually reduced by onlynormal listeners, which indicates that loudness near
a fraction of the amount of hearing loss. That is, thethreshold grows at similar rates in normal listeners and
level difference between equally loud tones in regionslisteners with hearing losses. The model also indicated
of cochlear hearing loss and in regions of normalthat, on average, the loudness at threshold doubled
hearing almost always decreases as sound levelfor every 16 dB of hearing loss. The increased loudness
increases. This fact has led to one of the longest-stand-at threshold, together with somewhat enlarged local
ing “truths” about cochlear hearing losses, i.e., loud-exponents around 20 dB SL, accounts for the near-
ness grows abnormally fast as the sound intensitynormal loudness often obtained for high-SPL tones in
increases above the elevated threshold of a listener
with a cochlear hearing loss. Indeed, loudness matches
between tones for which the threshold is normal and
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loudness requires the level of the tone with normal Stevens 1961; Scharf 1978b; Hellman and Meiselman
1993). Such exponents are twice those used through-threshold to be raised 2 or 3 dB for every 1-dB increase

in the level of tones within about 30 dB of the elevated out this article.]
In normal listeners, loudness for tones well abovethreshold (e.g., Pohlman and Kranz 1924; Fowler

1928; 1936; Steinberg and Gardner 1937; Miskolczy– threshold closely follows a compressive power function
of intensity (e.g., Knauss 1937; Stevens 1955; HellmanFodor 1960). This result has led numerous authors

to conclude that cochlear hearing loss leads to an 1991). That is, the local exponent at high levels is
nearly constant over a wide range of levels and is muchabnormally rapid growth of loudness in the vicinity of

the elevated threshold, i.e., recruitment (Fowler 1937; smaller than unity. As the tone approaches threshold,
the local exponent of the loudness function increasesfor review, see Brunt 1994; Moore 1998).

Whereas loudness-matching data show that the loud- (e.g., Fletcher and Munson 1933; Zwislocki and Hell-
man 1960; Hellman and Zwislocki 1961, 1963; Lochnerness level grows more rapidly than normal near thresh-

old in a listener with hearing loss, it does not and Burger 1961; Scharf and Stevens 1961; Zwislocki
1965; Buus et al. 1998). Recent measurements indicatenecessarily follow that loudness grows more rapidly than

normal (Allen 1997). Neely and Allen (1997) pointed that the loudness function may also be less compressive
at high than at moderate levels (Florentine et al. 1996,out that the concept of recruitment as an abnormally

rapid growth of loudness is erroneous if one considers 1998; Buus et al. 1997, 1999). Mechanical measure-
ments of vibration amplitudes on the basilar mem-the growth of loudness on a linear scale as a function

of stimulus intensity, also on a linear scale. They mod- brane show quite similar characteristics. It is close to
linear at low levels but becomes very compressive ateled the loudness function for a listener with hearing

loss by introducing a level-dependent attenuation, moderate levels (e.g., Robles et al. 1986; Yates 1990;
Ruggero et al. 1997). The midlevel compression resultswhich they argued mimicked the loss of compression

resulting from outer-hair-cell dysfunction. Using this because outer hair cells increase the mechanical gain
as the sound level decreases. However, the outer hairhypothetical loudness function, they showed that the

derivative of loudness with respect to stimulus intensity, cells cannot increase the basilar-membrane gain indef-
initely and it appears to be maximal for tones withini.e., the mathematical definition of the slope of the

loudness function, always was less for the model lis- 15 dB of threshold. This fact accounts for the nearly
linear basilar-membrane response at low levels. Thetener with hearing loss than for a normal listener.

Describing growth of loudness on a linear scale per similarity between loudness functions and basilar-
membrane input-output functions has led someunit of intensity appears useful for investigating possi-

ble relationships between difference limens for inten- authors to suggest that relatively simple relationships
exist between loudness and vibration amplitude of thesity and loudness. However, the convention of

examining the logarithm of loudness (or linear loud- basilar membrane (Buus et al. 1997; Schlauch et al.
1998). According to this view, the increase of the localness plotted on a logarithmic scale) as a function of

stimulus level in dB (or, more generally, a logarithmic exponent of the normal loudness function near
threshold reflects the absence of basilar-membranescale of intensity) is more useful for understanding

the perception of amplified sounds. Amplification and compression at low levels.
In cochlear hearing losses, part of the thresholdany other linear transformation to the stimulus pre-

serves dB differences between stimuli and—because elevation usually can be attributed to damage of the
outer hair cells, which reduces the mechanical gainthe loudness function at moderate and high levels is

well approximated by a power function of intensity— for low-level tones and reduces the compression. This
loss of compression is often stated to be consistent withloudness ratios. Accordingly, the remainder of this arti-

cle considers loudness on a logarithmic scale as a the presence of recruitment in listeners with cochlear
hearing losses (e.g., Patuzzi 1993; Moore and Glasbergfunction of the level (in dB) of the stimulus. To avoid

confusion, the rate of growth of loudness will be 1997; Moore 1998). However, in the purported region
of abnormally large local exponents (i.e., near thresh-described by a power-function approximation to the

loudness function over a small range of levels around old) the basilar-membrane response is approximately
linear whether the threshold is elevated by cochlearany level. The power-function approximation may be

specified by its exponent, which we call the local expo- pathology or is normal. To the extent that the growth
of loudness reflects the growth of the basilar-mem-nent because it characterizes the loudness function

locally. The local exponent is simply the slope of the brane response, one might expect that the local expo-
nent of the loudness function near threshold shouldloudness function when loudness as a function of stim-

ulus intensity is plotted on logarithmic scales of loud- be similar for normal listeners and listeners with
cochlear hearing losses, at least within 10 or 15 dBness and intensity. [Note that some authors use

exponents that characterize loudness as a function of of threshold. This notion is contrary to the classical
concept of recruitment, but is consistent with reportssound pressure (e.g., Hellman and Zwislocki 1961;
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by Hellman and coworkers (Hellman and Zwislocki
1964; Hellman and Meiselman 1990; Hellman 1999).
Based on loudness data obtained at levels down to 4
dB SL using a variety of methods, they used extrapola-
tion to estimate the local exponent of the loudness
function at threshold in listeners with hearing losses
and suggested that it is essentially the same as that
obtained for normal listeners.

If loudness grows at a normal rate above a threshold
intensity that is elevated by cochlear pathology, how
does it catch up to be nearly normal at levels well
above threshold? One possible explanation emerges
by noting that the classic idea of recruitment as an
abnormally large local exponent near threshold
implicitly rests on the assumption that the loudness
of a tone at threshold is the same (often incorrectly
assumed to be zero) whether the threshold is normal
or is elevated by cochlear pathology. However, recent
data from Buus et al. (1998) show that loudness at
threshold exceeds zero, at least in most of their listen-
ers with normal hearing. Although many authors have
proposed loudness functions according to which loud-
ness at threshold is zero (for review, see Buus et al.
1998), our finding of nonzero loudness at threshold
should hardly be surprising. It agrees with Hellman
and Zwislocki’s (1961, 1964) hypothesis that loudness

FIG. 1. The top panel illustrates two possible forms of loudness
is proportional to intensity near threshold, which growth in listeners with cochlear hearing losses. The solid line shows
implies that loudness at threshold is not zero, and the normal loudness function. In accord with recent measurements,

it is more compressive (i.e., the local exponent is smaller) at moderateZwislocki (1965) has presented convincing theoretical
levels than at high levels (Buus et al. 1998; Florentine et al. 1998). Thearguments why loudness at threshold ought to
dotted and dashed lines show two hypothetical loudness functions forexceed zero.
a listener with a 50-dB hearing loss. For illustration, both assume

The fact that loudness at threshold is greater than complete recruitment such that they coincide with the normal loud-
zero opens the possibility that the loudness of a tone ness function at high SPLs. The dotted line follows the classical view

of recruitment (Fowler 1937), which holds that loudness growth isat a threshold may vary with frequency (cf. Hellman
abnormally rapid (i.e., the local exponent is abnormally large) above1994) and differ across listeners. In other words, the
a threshold that is elevated by cochlear pathology. The dashed lineabsolute threshold curve is not necessarily an isoloud-
shows an alternative loudness function. Near threshold, the local

ness contour. It seems possible that the loudness of a exponent is the same as that for the normal loudness function, but
tone at a threshold intensity that is elevated by cochlear the loudness at low SLs has been scaled to illustrate the idea that

loudness at threshold is elevated when the threshold is elevated bypathology is greater than the loudness at threshold
a cochlear hearing loss. At moderately low SLs, the local exponentfor a normal listener. According to this hypothesis, the
is somewhat larger than normal, which illustrates that outer-hair-near-normal loudness obtained for high-level tones
cell dysfunction is likely to reduce the strong midlevel compression

in listeners with cochlear hearing losses may result obtained for normal listeners. The bottom panel shows loudness
because the loudness at their elevated thresholds is matches between tones with normal thresholds and tones with ele-

vated thresholds predicted from the loudness functions in the topabnormally large and not because the local exponent
panel. The predictions are shown only at and above 4 dB SL, whichof the loudness function is abnormally large near
is the lowest level at which reliable loudness can be obtained withthreshold. [It should be noted that for some listeners,
traditional procedures. The loudness matches are nearly identical

especially those with severe hearing losses, the loud- whether loudness is assumed to grow abnormally fast above the
ness of tones well above threshold is less than normal, elevated threshold (dotted line) or to be elevated at the elevated

threshold (dashed line).i.e., they show partial recruitment, defined as the loud-
ness level being reduced more than 10 phons at high
SPLs (Jerger 1962; for review, see Brunt 1994). How-
ever, even in listeners with partial recruitment, the threshold and abnormally rapid growth of loudness

above an elevated threshold both can account for typi-loudness of high-level tones is a much larger fraction
of the normal loudness than is the loudness of a tone cal loudness matches between tones for which thresh-

olds are elevated and tones for which thresholds arewhose SPL is near their elevated thresholds.]
As shown in Figure 1, abnormally large loudness at normal when the matches are at levels more than 4
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dB above threshold—the lowest level at which reliable shows directly the increase in level necessary to pro-
duce an n-fold increase in loudness. The present studyloudness matches can be obtained with traditional pro-

cedures (Hellman and Zwislocki 1961). The top panel employed this technique to assess the local exponent
of the loudness functions near the elevated thresholdsshows loudness functions according to the two compet-

ing hypotheses and the bottom panel shows loudness of listeners with hearing losses of primarily cochlear
origin.matches derived as pairs of levels yielding equal loud-

ness for a normal ear and for an ear with hearing loss
according to one or the other loudness function in
the top panel. For levels above 4 dB SL, the loudness METHOD
matches would be nearly identical whether loudness
for listeners with hearing losses is normal at their ele- The procedure and stimuli were identical to those

used in a previous study with normal listeners (Buusvated thresholds and the local exponent is abnormally
large within 30 dB of threshold (classic hypothesis; et al. 1998).
dotted lines) or loudness starts at a greater-than-nor-
mal loudness at the elevated threshold, but the local Stimuli
exponent is normal near threshold (alternative
hypothesis; dashed lines). This observation implies Tones at 1600 Hz were matched in loudness to tone

complexes centered near 1600 Hz. The stimulus dura-that the data from loudness matches do not necessarily
favor the classic interpretation that loudness grows tion was 500 ms measured between the half-amplitude

points of the 20-ms raised-cosine rise and fall. To assessabnormally rapidly in listeners with hearing loss. They
are equally consistent with a greater-than-normal loud- the effect of mutual masking among the components

and to assess the consistency in the data, measurementsness at threshold in such listeners. In other words, the
abnormally rapid growth of loudness level, which Allen were made for four-tone complexes with frequency

separations of one, two, four, or six critical bands(1997) suggested could be an appropriate definition
of recruitment, may occur either because the local (Barks; cf. Zwicker 1961; Zwicker and Feldtkeller 1967;

Scharf 1970) and for ten-tone complexes with fre-exponent of the loudness function for listeners with
hearing losses is abnormally large, or because the loud- quency separations of one or two critical bands. To

minimize the number of possible component frequen-ness at threshold is elevated when the threshold inten-
sity is elevated by hearing loss. Accordingly, it seems cies, the complexes with a 1-Bark frequency separation

were centered (on the critical-band-rate scale) at 12worthwhile to examine how loudness grows near the
elevated thresholds of listeners with cochlear hear- Barks (1720 Hz) instead of the nominal center fre-

quency of 11.5 Barks (1600 Hz). Accordingly, the com-ing losses.
Buus et al. (1998) showed that loudness matches ponent frequencies were at 17 critical-band centers

between 2.5 and 20.5 Barks. The corresponding fre-between pure tones and tone complexes provide a
highly reliable method for assessing the rate of loud- quencies are 250, 450, 570, 700, 840, 1000, 1170, 1370,

1600, 1850, 2150, 2500, 2900, 3400, 4000, 4800, andness growth near threshold. The standard error across
three repeated loudness matches averaged 2.4 dB 7000 Hz. Following the procedure used for normal

listeners in our previous experiment, all componentswhen the tone was varied and 1.6 dB when the tone
complexes were varied, which allowed the local expo- in a complex had the same sensation level (SL). Note

that if our hypothesis is true and loudness at thresholdnent of individual listeners’ loudness function at
threshold to be determined with a standard error of is greater than normal when the threshold is elevated

by a cochlear hearing loss, the loudnesses of the equal-10%–15%. A similar technique was employed by
Fletcher and Munson (1933) to determine the form SL components may vary across frequency when the

amount of hearing loss varies with frequency. In addi-of the loudness function for normal listeners, but they
made few measurements near threshold and did not tion, equal-SL components well above threshold

almost certainly will differ in loudness as indicated bytest listeners with hearing losses. The basic premise
for this method is that the loudness scale is additive the classical loudness-matching functions discussed in

the Introduction. Such differences in the loudness of(Fletcher and Steinberg 1924; Fletcher and Munson
1933; for review, see Allen 1996), which means that a individual components in a complex make it difficult

to estimate local exponents of the loudness functiontone complex consisting of n equally loud components
ought to be n times as loud as a single component. directly from inspection of the loudness-matching

data. However, they are easily accounted for by incor-This should hold as long as the components do not
mask one another, which usually is fulfilled when they porating them into a model that allows the form of the

loudness function to be estimated from the loudnessare near threshold and their frequencies are suffi-
ciently far apart. Accordingly, the level difference matches, as discussed below.

Apart from reliability, the use of tone complexes tobetween equally loud pure tones and n-tone complexes
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assess the loudness function near threshold is advanta- This procedure converges on the signal level yielding
geous because it allows measurement of the loudness 79.4% correct responses (Levitt 1971).
for components that are at or even a few dB below A single threshold measurement was based on three
threshold. A tone complex generally will be audible interleaved adaptive tracks. A track is a series of trials
even if the components are a few dB below their indi- for which the signal level is governed by a single
vidual thresholds (e.g., Green et al. 1959; Buus et al. instance of the adaptive algorithm. Thus, the signal
1986; Hicks and Buus 2000). Accordingly, the compo- level on a given trial (which consists of two observation
nent level in the fixed complexes usually ranged from intervals and one response by the listener) depends
about �3 dB SL to near 20 dB SL. The levels of the only on the listener’s response to preceding trials
fixed single tones were chosen individually for each belonging to the same track. Because the tracks were
listener and tone complex to approximate the range interleaved, trials for other tracks usually intervened
of loudnesses produced by the complexes. between successive trials for any given track. On each

trial, the track was selected at random among the tracks
that had not yet ended. Each track ended after five

Apparatus reversals. The threshold for one track was calculated
as the average signal level at the fourth and fifthA PC-compatible computer with a signal processor
reversals and one threshold measurement was taken(TDT AP2) generated the stimuli through a 16-bit D/
as the average threshold across the three tracks. AtA converter (TDT DD1) with a 50-kHz sample rate. It
least three such threshold measurements (for a totalalso sampled the listeners’ responses and executed
of at least nine tracks) were obtained for each listenerthe adaptive procedure. The output of the D/A was
and frequency. The average across all measurementsattenuated (TDT PA4), lowpass filtered (TDT FT5,
was used as the reference to set the SL of the singlefc � 20 kHz, 135 dB/octave), attenuated again (TDT
tone and the components of the complex in thePA4), and led to a headphone amplifier (TDT HB6),
subsequent experiments. This procedure provides awhich fed one earphone of the Sony MDR-V6 headset.
highly reliable measurement of threshold (Hicks andThe listeners were seated in a sound-attenuating
Buus 2000).booth. For routine calibration, the output of the head-

Loudness matches. In the second part of the experi-phone amplifier was led to a 16-bit A/D converter
ment, each tone complex was matched in loudness to(TDT DD1), such that the computer could sample the
the 1600-Hz tone using an adaptive procedure with awaveform, calculate its spectrum and RMS voltage, and
two-alternative forced-choice paradigm. On each trial,display the results before each set of matches.
a pure tone and a tone complex were presented in
random order with a 600-ms interstimulus interval.

Procedure The listener pressed a key to indicate which was louder.
The level of the variable sound initially was set about

Absolute thresholds. To obtain a reference for setting
10 dB above the expected equal-loudness level andthe SLs, absolute thresholds were measured for each
was adjusted according to a simple up-down procedureof the 17 component frequencies using an adaptive
(Jesteadt 1980; Florentine et al. 1996). If the listenerprocedure in a two-interval, two-alternative forced-
indicated that the variable sound was the louder one,choice paradigm. Each trial contained two observation
its level was reduced; otherwise, it was increased. Theintervals, which were marked by lights. The pause
step size was 5 dB until the second reversal and 2between them was 450 ms. The signal was presented
dB thereafter.in either the first or the second observation interval

To reduce biases that may occur when only a singlewith equal a priori probability. The listener’s task was
fixed sound is presented in a series of trials, six toto indicate which interval contained the signal by
ten interleaved adaptive tracks were used to obtainpressing a key on a small computer terminal. Two
concurrent loudness matches at three to five levelshundred milliseconds after the listener responded, the
with both the pure tone and the tone complex varied.correct answer was indicated by a 200-ms light.
On each trial, the track for that trial was selected atFollowing the feedback, the next trial began after a
random from all tracks that had not yet ended. Each200-ms delay.
track ended after nine reversals. The equal-loudnessThe level of the signal initially was set approximately
level for one track was calculated as the average of the15 dB above the listener’s threshold. It decreased
levels at the last four reversals. Three such matchesfollowing three consecutive correct responses and
were obtained for each listener and condition. Thisincreased following one incorrect response. The step
procedure has been shown to be successful in reducingsize was 5 dB until the second reversal and 2 dB
biases that affect loudness matches with traditionalthereafter. Reversals occurred when the signal level

changed from increasing to decreasing or vice versa. adaptive procedures (Buus et al. 1998).
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TABLE 1

Audiometric data for the five listeners a

Audiometric thresholds (dB HL) Frequency (kHz) Speech tests

SRT Discrim. Level
Listener Age Ear 0.25 0.5 1 1.5 2 3 4 8 (dB HL) (% correct) (dB HL)

L1 46 R 35 40 50 65 65 70 45 78 85
L 25 35 45 70 65 85 45 68 95

L2 55 R 35 35 40 30 15 20 25 96 75
L 35 35 40 35 15 15 30 96 75

L3 30 R 10 5 10 20 45 65 70 55 92 80
L 15 5 10 15 55 65 50 92 80

L4 50 R 30 35 50 45 55 80 42.5 88 85
L 40 40 40 45 50 70 42.5 96 85

L5 55 R 55 65 70 65 75 70 60 74 90
L 60 60 70 65 70 90 65 86 90

a Data for the test ear are shown in bold. The first three columns show the listener identifier, age, and ear. The next eight columns show the amount of hearing
loss in dB HL (ANSI 1989) at various audiometric frequencies as indicated in the column heading. The final three columns show results of speech tests: The Speech
Reception Threshold, the percentage of words recognized, and the level at which the words were presented. Blank cells indicate that the measurement was
not performed.

Listeners where k� is an arbitrary scaling factor that can be cho-
sen to make the loudness equal to 1 sone at 40 dB

Two female and three male listeners with hearing SPL, Iin is the intensity of the internal noise (measured
losses of primarily cochlear origin participated in the within a critical band centered on the tone), Ipt is the
experiment. The probable origin of the hearing loss intensity of the pure tone, and shi is the exponent of
was diagnosed on the basis of a clinical assessment the compressive power function that is the asymptotic
that included a case history, air and bone audiometry, approximation to Eq. (1) when Ipt becomes large. In
tympanometry, and speech intelligibility. As shown in other words, shi is the local exponent of the loudness
Table 1, the audiograms encompassed a variety of con- function at high levels.
figurations and the listeners’ ages ranged from 30 to Zwislocki (1965) further assumed that threshold
55 years. Data for the test ear are shown in bold. All corresponded to a fixed signal-to-noise ratio, snrth,
listeners volunteered to participate in the experiment. such that the intensity of a tone at threshold would be
They provided full informed consent and were com- Ith � snrth � Iin. Accordingly, Eq. (1) can be rewritten as
pensated for their services. The experimental protocol
and the informed consent form were approved by the

Npt � k� � I shi
in � ��1 �

Ipt

Iin�
shi

� 1� (2)Institutional Review Board at Northeastern University.

� k � ��1 � snrth �
Ipt

Ith�
shi

� 1�Derivation of pure-tone loudness functions

A simple model was used to derive a pure-tone loud- where k is an arbitrary scale factor (� k� � I shi
in ).

ness function from all the matches made by an individ- For stimulus intensities well below threshold, Zwis-
ual listener. It assumes that the loudness function has locki’s (1965) loudness function approaches a linear
the same form for all pure tones and follows a modified function, which means that the local exponent
power function, which is derived from the loudness approaches unity. Buus et al. (1998) observed that
function proposed by Zwislocki (1965). He proposed loudness tended to grow slightly faster than the inten-
that loudness is obtained as the output of a compres- sity of a pure tone (i.e., the local exponent tended to
sive power-function transformation of the total inten- be greater than unity) for levels near threshold in
sity of the signal and an internal noise. The internal normal listeners. Accordingly, they modified Eq. (2)
noise accounts for absolute threshold. To ensure that to contain an additional parameter, slo, that allowed
loudness is zero if no stimulus is present, he assumed the low-level local exponent of the loudness function
that the listener subtracts the loudness of the internal to vary freely. They calculated the loudness as
noise. Accordingly, Zwislocki (1965) suggested that the
loudness of a pure tone, Npt, ought to follow the

Npt � k � ��1 � �snrth �
Ipt

Ith�
slo

�
shi/slo

� 1� (3)function

Npt � k � � [(Iin � Ipt)shi � I shi
in ] (1) where slo is the exponent of the slightly expansive
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power function that is the asymptotic approximation may not be reached within the range of sound levels
used for the experiment.to Eq. (3) when Ipt is well below threshold. For the

purposes of the present experiment, it is important Because the loudness scale is additive (Fletcher and
Steinberg 1924), the loudness Nc of a tone complex isto note that having slo as a fitting parameter allows

modeling of the loudness functions that would be obtained as the sum of the loudnesses of the individual
components. However, partial masking among theobtained if loudness were to grow abnormally fast near

threshold for the listeners with hearing losses. components (i.e., partial overlap of the excitation pat-
terns produced by the individual components) mayTo account for the possibility that loudness at

threshold may be elevated when the threshold is ele- reduce the loudness contributions of individual com-
ponents (Fletcher and Munson 1937; Zwicker 1958,vated, the loudness function in Eq. (3) was modified

to contain a scale factor that depends on the amount 1963; Zwicker and Scharf 1965; Zwicker and Feldt-
keller 1967; Allen 1996; Moore et al. 1997). In effect,of hearing loss at the frequency of the tone. For the

sake of simplicity, it was assumed that the elevation of areas of overlap contribute to the total loudness only
once; thus, the loudness contribution for an area ofloudness at threshold follows a power function of the

intensity ratio between the normal threshold and the overlap is “lost” for all but one of the overlapping
components. As long as one is interested only in thelistener’s actual threshold for the tone. Accordingly,

the loudness of a pure tone for a listener with hearing total loudness, it is unimportant whether the “lost”
loudness is subtracted from one or the other compo-loss was calculated as
nent. For the present purposes, it is convenient to
assume that any loudness that is lost as a result ofNpt � k � � Ith

Ith normal�
sHL ��1 � �snrth �

Ipt

Ith�
slo

�
shi/slo

� 1�
overlap between the loudest component and some
other component is subtracted from the loudness of

(4) the less loud component. This ensures that the total
loudness calculated for a tone complex never will bewhere Ith normal is the average (standard) threshold
less than the loudness of the loudest component.for listeners with normal hearing and sHL is the expo-
Accordingly, the total loudness of a tone complex, Nc ,nent of the power function that determines how much
can be calculated asa given hearing loss elevates the loudness at threshold.

Note that sHL is a constant and is independent of fre- Nc � max {Npt(SL, HLi)} � (1 � r (�f, SL))
quency. Of course, the elevation of loudness at thresh-
old depends on frequency to the extent that the ��

i
Npt(SL, HLi) � max {Npt(SL, HLi)}� (6)amount of hearing loss varies with frequency.

Finally, it is useful to recast Eq. (4) in terms of the
where i indexes the components of the tone complex,amount of hearing loss, HL, and the sensation level
SL is the sensation level of a single component in theof the tone, SL. Both HL and SL are given in dB.
complex, HLi is the amount of hearing loss for the ithBecause the hearing loss in dB is defined as 10 � log
component, and r(�f, SL) accounts for the loudness(Ith/Ith normal) and the sensation level is 10 � log
reduction that results from partial masking. Similar to(Ipt/Ith), Eq. (4) can be rewritten as
the model used for normal listeners (Buus et al. 1998),

Npt � k � 10sHL(HL/10) � r(�f, SL) is assumed to be zero (i.e., partial masking
did not play a role) for SLs below a breakpoint whose[(1 � (snrth � 10SL/10)slo)shi/slo � 1], (5)
value depended on �f and to increase linearly above
the breakpoint. To reduce the number of free parame-where sHL, snrth, slo, and shi are free parameters and k

is a scale factor that does not affect the predictions of ters, the slope above the breakpoint was the same for
all �f s.the model. In this expression, sHL determines the

extent to which the loudness at threshold varies with This method of adding only some fraction of the
component loudnesses to account for partial maskingthe amount of hearing loss, snrth may be considered

the signal-to-noise ratio at threshold [which will be is identical to that used by Buus et al. (1998), but their
expression for the summation of partial loudnesses isreported as SNRth � 10 � log(snrth) dB], slo is the asymp-

totic exponent of the loudness function at low levels, simpler because they reasonably could assume that the
equal-SL components in a complex were equally loudand shi is the asymptotic exponent at high levels. This

function has been shown to provide an excellent for their normal listeners. It is also similar to the sum-
mation method used by Fletcher and Munson (1933),description of normal listeners’ loudness functions for

tones below about 40 dB SL, provided appropriate who reduced the loudness contribution of all but the
lowest-frequency component by some fraction 1 � bk ,parameter values are chosen (Buus et al. 1998). Note

that local exponents corresponding to the asymptotic which could differ across components. In our formula-
tion, 1 � r(�f, SL) is equivalent to bk , which Fletcherexponents given by the model parameters slo and shi
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and Munson (1933) stated was a function of the fre- detailed comparison of the forced-choice thresholds in
the inset of Figure 2 with normal listeners’ thresholdsquencies and levels of adjacent components. For

equally loud components, they stated that bk was deter- obtained using the same procedure and apparatus
indicates that L1’s hearing loss is between 50 and 65mined only by the loudness level and the frequency

separation, measured in terms of distance between the dB HL for all but the two lowest frequencies used in the
present study. The forced-choice thresholds indicateplaces of maximal excitation on the basilar membrane.

This is essentially equivalent to making it a function hearing losses of 42 dB HL at 250 Hz and 46 dB HL at
450 Hz.) Accordingly, the data for four-tone complexesof SL and frequency separation measured in Barks, at

least in normal listeners. For the range of sensation indicate that the local exponent of L1’s loudness func-
tion just above threshold (i.e., between 0 and 5.4 dBlevels used in the present study, Fletcher and Munson

(1933) found the best fit to their data when bk SL) is 10 � log(4)/5.4 � 1.12. The data for the ten-
tone complexes provide a similar estimate. On average,decreased approximately linearly with level above

some critical level that depended on the frequency the ten-tone complexes at 0 dB SL match the pure
tone at 9.4 dB SL (� 1 dB). The corresponding localseparation. This form of loudness reduction due to

partial masking is identical to that used in the present exponent of the loudness function (midway between
0 and 9.4 dB SL) is 1.06. For comparison, Buus et al.study and by Buus et al. (1998). In summary, the

method used for summation of component loudnesses (1998) found that the local exponent of the loudness
function near threshold calculated in the same man-and accounting for partial masking is essentially the

same as that used by Fletcher and Munson (1933), but ner from the average data for five normal listeners was
about 1.14. Thus, the data for L1 indicate that loudnessthe parameters may differ because of differences in

the stimuli used. grows no faster near her elevated threshold than does
loudness near threshold for normal listeners.

It is noteworthy that frequency separation has no
consistent effect on L1’s loudness matches at low SLs.RESULTS
This indicates that the estimate of the local exponent
of the loudness function near threshold is unlikely toFigure 2 shows loudness matches obtained from each

of the five listeners. The insets show thresholds meas- be affected by reduced frequency selectivity. If it were,
one would expect four-tone complexes with a 1-Barkured in the test ear for tones at various frequencies

using the adaptive forced-choice procedure. The thick frequency separation to yield loudness matches differ-
ent from those obtained with the wider frequencylines show model predictions, which are discussed

later. Consider first the data for L1 in the top row. On separations.
Similar trends are evident in the raw data for L2.average, the four-tone complexes with components set

to threshold (i.e., 0 dB SL) match a 1600 Hz pure- She matched the four-tone complexes with a compo-
nent level of 0 dB SL to an average pure-tone level oftone set to about 5.4 dB SL (� a standard error of 0.4

dB). Because the pure tone is well above threshold, it 4.8 dB SL. The corresponding local exponent is 1.27.
For the ten-tone complexes, the average level of themust have a loudness greater than zero. Accordingly,

the loudness of the components at threshold also must matching pure tone was 7.5 dB SL, corresponding to
a local exponent of 1.33. Again, the estimates fromexceed zero because their individual loudnesses add

up to produce a loudness equal to that of the pure the four- and ten-tone complexes show close agree-
ment and are similar to the local exponent obtainedtone. This finding is also apparent in the data for the

other four listeners with hearing losses. Thus, these for normal listeners. A close inspection of L2’s data
provides an indication that the equal-SL componentsdata show that loudness at threshold for listeners with

cochlear hearing losses exceeds zero, as it does for may have differed in loudness. When the component
level was 0 dB SL, L2 judged the four-tone complexnormal listeners (Buus et al. 1998).

Apart from showing that loudness at threshold is with a 6-Bark component separation 2.9 phons softer
than the other four-tone complexes. Likewise, shegreater than zero, the present data also inform us of

how loudness grows as the intensity increases above judged the ten-tone complex with a 2-Bark component
separation 3.4 phons softer than the ten-tone complexthreshold. The finding that L1 judges four tones at 0

dB SL to be as loud as one tone at 5.4 dB SL shows with a 1-Bark component separation. This indicates
that loudness at threshold may be less for the extremethat a 5.4-dB increase in level produces a fourfold

increase of the loudness at threshold—assuming that (most likely high) frequencies than for the middle
frequencies. Because L2 has only a small amount ofall components of the complex are equally loud. (This

assumption is likely to be fulfilled because the amount hearing loss at and above 4 kHz, this finding seems
consistent with the notion that loudness at thresholdof hearing loss varies relatively little with frequency for

L1. Table 1 indicates that L1’s hearing loss is less at 250 may increase with the amount of hearing loss.
The raw data for other listeners are more difficultand 500 Hz than at the higher frequencies. However, a
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TABLE 2

Parameters of pure-tone loudness functions that provide the best fit to loudness matches between tones and tone complexesa

Local Exponents at SL
SNRth Model error SE of data

Listener slo shi (dB) sHL 0 dB 10 dB 20 dB (dB) (dB)

L1 1.23 0.21 �10.3 0.00 1.21 0.96 0.52 2.2 1.8
L2 1.42 0.20 �4.2 0.20 1.29 0.69 0.38 2.0 1.4
L3 2.17 0.12 �1.2 0.14 1.78 0.55 0.29 5.2 2.9
L4 1.15 0.41 �8.3 0.62 1.11 0.87 0.58 0.9 1.5
L5 1.16 0.48 0.8 0.00 0.94 0.65 0.53 3.6 2.8

Average 1.43 0.28 �4.6 0.19 1.26 0.74 0.46 2.8 2.1
SD 0.43 0.15 4.7 0.26 0.32 0.17 0.12 1.6 0.7

a The parameters are the low-level asymptotic exponent slo, the high-level asymptotic exponent shi, the signal-to-noise ratio at threshold, SNRth (estimated within
a critical band around the signal frequency); and the exponent sHL of the power function that describes the effect of the amount of hearing loss on the loudness at
threshold. The next three columns show the local exponents of the loudness functions for each listener at 0, 10, and 20 dB SL. The next-to-last column shows the
rms deviation between the predicted pure-tone levels and the individual listeners’ matching data. For comparison, the last column shows the standard error across
three repetitions of the loudness matches in which the pure-tone level varied. Averages and standard deviations are shown in the bottom two rows.

to evaluate because the estimates of local exponents usually were above the range of SLs used, i.e., no partial
masking was apparent for most listeners with thesediffer somewhat across the various tone complexes.

However, this should not be taken to indicate that wide frequency separations and low SLs. The excep-
tions were breakpoints at 3 dB SL for L1 and at 0 dBthese listeners’ loudness matches were inconsistent.

The amount of hearing loss varies considerably across SL for L5 with the 4-Bark �f and at 5 dB SL for L5
with the 6-Bark �f. The slopes (increase in proportionthe components used for the complexes, which would

cause the loudness for the 0-dB-SL components to vary of loudness loss per dB above the breakpoint) ranged
from 0.019 to 0.048.] As evident from Figure 2 andacross frequency if loudness at threshold increases with

the amount of hearing loss. Thus, differences among the rms errors of the predictions (see Table 2), the
model provides an excellent fit to the data. The rmsthe various complexes may simply reflect that the

threshold elevation varies across frequency. If so, the errors of the predicted pure-tone levels range from
0.9 to 5.2 dB and are generally not much larger thanmodel described in the Methods section should be

able to predict the loudness matches from these listen- the 1.4–2.9-dB standard error calculated across the
matches in which the tone varied. Moreover, the pure-ers with less straightforward audiometric configura-

tions. tone loudness functions conformed to expectations
based on the SL differences between the componentsIndeed, the loudness-matching functions predicted

by the model provide an excellent account of the data in the various complexes and the equally loud tones
as discussed above. For L1, the local exponent of thefor all the listeners, as shown by the solid lines in

Figure 2. The parameters for the best-fitting pure-tone model loudness function at threshold is 1.21, which is
only slightly larger than the local exponents of 1.06loudness function and the rms error of the predictions

of the matching pure-tone are summarized in Table and 1.12 obtained directly from the loudness-matching
data for complexes with a 0-dB-SL component level.2. [The breakpoints for r(�f, SL) were between 0 and

3 dB SL for �f � 1 Bark and between 0 and 10 dB SL for For L2, the local exponent of the model loudness
function at threshold is 1.29, which is almost identical�f � 2 Barks. For the 4- and 6-Bark �f, the breakpoints

�

FIG. 2. Loudness matches between tones at 1600 Hz and four- or components in a tone complex. The thin dotted lines indicate equal
ten-tone complexes centered near 1600 Hz obtained in five listeners SLs for the pure tone and the components of the tone complex. Each
with hearing losses of primarily cochlear origin. The sensation level row of panels shows data for a different listener. The left panel shows
(SL) of the pure tone is plotted as a function of the SL of a single data for a component separation of 1 Bark, the middle panel shows
component of equally loud four- (circles and diamonds) or ten-tone data for a component separation of 2 Barks, and the right panel shows
complexes (squares). Unfilled symbols show data obtained when the data for four-tone complexes with component separations of 4 and
adaptive procedure varied the level of the tone complex and filled 6 Barks. The insets in the right-hand panels show the listeners’ thresh-
symbols show data obtained when the adaptive procedure varied the olds measured in the test ear at 17 component frequencies between
level of the pure tone. The error bars show plus and minus one 250 and 7000 Hz using the adaptive forced-choice procedure. The
standard error of the mean calculated across three repetitions of each error bars show plus and minus one standard error calculated across
loudness match. The solid lines show loudness matches predicted three threshold measurements. It is barely visible for most of the data
by a simple model of loudness summation (see text). In some cases, because the error bar usually is smaller than the symbol; the average
the two lines overlap for the four-tone complexes with �fs of 4 and standard error of the thresholds is 1.2 dB.
6 Barks. The vertical dashed lines indicate threshold for the individual
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to the local exponents of 1.27 and 1.33 obtained somewhat enlarged local exponents over a restricted
range of levels near 20 dB SL—makes the moderate-directly from her data. Altogether, it is clear that the

loudness functions derived by the model reflect rather SL portions of the loudness functions for the listeners
with hearing losses approach the normal loudnesswell the loudness matches from which they were

derived. function when the loudness functions for normal lis-
teners and for listeners with hearing losses are plottedAs shown in Table 2, the low-level asymptotic expo-

nents of the loudness functions, slo, range from 1.15 as functions of the SPL.
to 2.17 with an average of 1.43 and SNRth ranges from
�10.3 to 0.8 dB with an average of �4.6 dB. These
values, which determine the form of the low-level part DISCUSSION
of the loudness function, are very similar to those for
normal listeners, as discussed later. On the other hand, This section addresses three important issues. The first

subsection considers how reduced frequency selectiv-the high-level asymptotic exponents shi tend to be
larger than normal; they ranged from 0.12 to 0.48 with ity, which usually accompanies cochlear hearing losses,

might affect the outcome of our measurements. Thean average of 0.28. Finally, the effect of the amount of
hearing loss on the loudness at threshold, sHL, indicates second subsection compares in some detail the param-

eters for the loudness functions of the listeners withthat the loudness at threshold generally increases as
the amount of hearing loss increases. (It should be cochlear hearing losses with those obtained for normal

listeners in our previous study. Finally, the third subsec-noted that the model yielded a best-fitting value of sHL

equal to �0.94 for L5, but shi obtained with this fit was tion considers the implications of the present data for
understanding the perception of loudness by listenersfar above the range obtained for the other listeners.

Because setting sHL to zero for L5 yielded a much more with cochlear hearing losses.
reasonable value for shi and an rms error that was only
slightly larger than that obtained with the best—but Effects of reduced frequency selectivity
unreasonable—fit (3.6 vs. 3.2 dB), the values obtained
with sHL equal to zero are shown in Table 2.) The One basic premise of the present study is that individ-

ual components in a complex are processed indepen-average value of sHL is 0.19. This value corresponds to
a doubling of the loudness at threshold for each 16- dently in the auditory system, except for partial

masking. In other words, it is assumed that the transfor-dB increase in the amount of hearing loss.
The loudness functions determined from the loud- mation into specific loudness reflects the intensity of

each component separately. Whereas the frequencyness-matching data are illustrated in Figure 3. The
broken lines show loudness functions for the individ- separation of at least 1 Bark ensures that this assump-

tion is likely to be fulfilled for normal listeners,ual listeners calculated according to the parameters
in Table 2. For comparison, the solid lines show a reduced frequency selectivity in cochlear hearing

losses (e.g., Scharf and Hellman 1966; Scharf 1978a;normal loudness function. It was constructed by com-
bining the low-SL loudness function obtained by the Florentine et al. 1980; Scharf and Florentine 1982;

Moore 1998) could cause it to be violated. However,method used in the present study (Buus et al. 1998)
with the loudness function obtained from measure- reduced frequency selectivity is most apparent in

experiments, such as psychoacoustical tuning curves,ments of temporal integration at high SLs (Florentine
et al. 1998). At low SLs, the local exponents of the masking patterns, and auditory-filter shapes, that

involve off-frequency masking. It is unclear whetherloudness function for the listeners with hearing losses
are very similar to those for normal listeners, but at the critical bandwidth, defined as the bandwidth over

which component frequencies are processed together,moderate SLs the local exponents tend to be larger
than normal when the threshold is elevated. However, is widened. In fact, Scharf (1978a) concluded that

listeners with cochlear hearing losses show no clearfor levels well above threshold, the loudness functions
for normal listeners and listeners with hearing losses increase in critical bandwidths determined by masked

thresholds in wideband noise, whereas other maskingappear to have similar local exponents when they are
compared at equal SPLs. This finding agrees with the measurements clearly reveal that frequency selectivity

is reduced. Likewise, Pick et al. (1977) found thatnear-normal rates of loudness of growth usually
obtained for high-level tones in listeners with cochlear the slopes and stop-band rejection of auditory filters

measured by masking with comb-filtered noisehearing losses (e.g., Steinberg and Gardner 1937;
Moore 1998). As shown by the �’s and the dotted line, decreased gradually with increasing hearing loss,

whereas the bandwidth of the central part of the filterthe loudness functions for the listeners with hearing
losses have been scaled according to the average value was relatively unaffected by hearing loss, except for

large hearing losses. This indicates that the indepen-of sHL. This scaling increases the loudness at threshold
when the threshold is elevated and—perhaps aided by dence of the components separated by more than 1
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Bark is likely to hold also for listeners with cochlear the �6 dB expected if all four components were pro-
cessed in a single, abnormally wide channel. Thehearing losses and that reduced frequency selectivity is

likely to manifest itself primarily as larger-than-normal thresholds for the ten-tone complexes are close to
�10 dB SL per component. Although this value ismutual masking among the components.

Several aspects of the present data support the inde- consistent with all components being processed in a
single auditory channel, it seems unlikely that fre-pendence of the components in the tone complexes

used in the present study. One line of evidence comes quency selectivity would be reduced so much that a
single auditory channel encompasses all componentsfrom the detection thresholds for the tone complexes.

If multiple components were processed within a single of the ten-tone complexes. [One might think that L5
may have extensive “dead” regions (cf. Florentine andauditory channel, one would expect their intensities

to add. (This follows because their pressure waveforms Houtsma 1983; Moore et al. 2000) and that this would
explain his anomalous thresholds for tone complexes.add and because sinusoids at different frequencies

generally are uncorrelated. Accordingly, the overall However, “dead” regions seem unlikely to explain the
data. If some component frequencies were withinintensity of a sum of sinusoids is equal to the sum

of the intensities of the individual sinusoids.) If all “dead” regions, one might expect that they would be
processed together with components outside thecomponents were to fall into one abnormally wide

auditory channel, the expected thresholds are �6 dB “dead” regions, in which case the thresholds for the
complexes ought to follow expectations for listenersSL per component for four-tone complexes and �10

dB SL for ten-tone complexes. In contrast, if the com- with abnormally wide auditory channels. As stated
above, the data for L5 are not compatible with thisponents are processed independently, a multichannel

energy-detector model predicts that the thresholds expectation. Another possibility is that components
within a “dead” region would not contribute to detec-should be �3 dB SL per component for four-tone

complexes and �5 dB SL for ten-tone complexes (e.g., tion of the complex. If so, one would expect the thresh-
olds for the complexes (in terms of dB SL perBuus et al. 1986). For three of the five listeners, the

thresholds for the tone complexes closely follow expec- component) to be abnormally high, which also is not
compatible with the data.] Altogether, it is clear thattations for independently processed components. For

L1, L2, and L3, the thresholds showed no systematic the thresholds for the tone complexes are not consis-
tent with multiple components being processedeffects of frequency separation and averaged between

�2.7 (L2) and �3.4 dB SL (L1) for four-tone com- together in abnormally wide auditory channels.
Additional evidence for the independence of theplexes and between �3.7 (L2) and �7.9 dB SL (L1)

for ten-tone complexes. These values are within the individual components of the tone complexes comes
from the loudness matches. If reduced frequency selec-range obtained for normal listeners by Buus et al.

(1998), and the averages across the three listeners, tivity caused the independence assumption to be vio-
lated, one would expect the data to show systematic�3.0 dB SL for four-tone complexes and �5.8 dB SL

for ten-tone complexes, are close to the values expec- variations as the frequency separation between compo-
nents increased. As pointed out in the Results section,ted for independently processed components.

The thresholds for L4 and L5 differ from those the results for L1, who has a relatively flat hearing
loss over most of frequency range used in the presentpredicted by a multichannel energy-detector model.

For L4, the thresholds appeared to increase systemati- experiment, did not indicate any systematic effect of
frequency separation on the loudness matches at lowcally with frequency separation, which might be taken

to indicate a change from the components being pro- SLs. The same is true for L2 for the four-tone com-
plexes with frequency separations of 1, 2, and 4 Barks.cessed together at narrow frequency separations to

independent processing at wide frequency separa- As noted earlier, she judged the tone complexes with
the widest frequency separations softer than the othertions. However, for the 1-Bark frequency separation,

L4’s threshold for the four-tone complex was �8.8 dB tone complexes, as would be expected if the loudness
at threshold depends on the hearing loss. The dataSL per component (�0.7 dB SE), which is well below

the threshold of �6 dB SL expected if the components for the third listener with a more or less flat hearing
loss, L5, also do not show any consistent differenceswere processed together in a single, abnormally wide

auditory channel. This indicates that L4’s unusual between low-SL four-tone complexes with frequency
separations of 1, 2, and 4 Barks. The four-tone complexthresholds cannot be ascribed to a failure of the inde-

pendence assumption. The thresholds obtained for with the 6-Bark frequency separation was judged some-
what louder than the other four-tone complexes,the tone complexes in L5 also differ from normal, but

they do not appear compatible with reduced frequency which is contrary to what one would expect if the local
exponent of his loudness function were abnormallyselectivity. The thresholds for four-tone complexes

show no systematic effect of frequency separation and large and only widely separated components were pro-
cessed independently. The data for the two remainingthe average of �8.0 dB (�0.8 dB SE) is lower than
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listeners are difficult to evaluate. These listeners’ hear- The latter expectation is borne out by Scharf and
Hellman’s (1966) data, which show that the loudness-ing losses change markedly across frequency, which

makes it difficult to distinguish effects of frequency level gain owing to loudness summation at 5 dB SL is
the same for listeners with cochlear hearing losses andseparation, per se, from effects caused by the variation

of loudness at threshold with frequency. Overall, it is listeners with conductive losses. In contrast, normal
listeners with partial masking showed about a 2-dBclear that the loudness-matching data are reasonably

consistent with independent processing of the compo- loudness-level loss owing to loudness summation. At
10 dB SL, the data for listeners with cochlear hearingnents, regardless of the frequency separation.

The conclusion that the present data appear consis- losses fell between those for listeners with conductive
losses and normal listeners with broadband masking.tent with independent processing of the individual

components, even for the 1-Bark component separa- At 20 and 30 dB SL, little difference was apparent
between the listeners with cochlear hearing losses andtion, is contrary to Scharf and Hellman’s (1966) con-

clusion that widened critical bands were the most likely normal listeners with broadband masking. For both
groups, the loudness-level gain owing to loudness sum-explanation for small but consistent differences

between their data for listeners with cochlear hearing mation was small as would be expected at high SPLs.
(The only difference apparent between the two groupslosses and predictions by Zwicker’s (1958; Zwicker and

Scharf 1965; Zwicker and Feldtkeller 1967) model of is that the loudness-level gain owing to loudness sum-
mation for the 2200-Hz-wide complex at 30 dB SL isloudness summation when the hearing loss was mod-

eled as partial masking. Although the discrepancies about 2.5 dB larger in the masked normal listeners
than in the listeners with hearing losses, but as notedwere small, Scharf and Hellman believed that they

might be meaningful because model predictions of by Scharf and Hellman, this could result from greater-
than-normal spread of excitation in the listeners withloudness-level gain owing to loudness summation

agreed with data obtained under partial masking. (The cochlear hearing losses.) Altogether, Scharf and Hell-
man’s (1966 ) data do not necessarily indicate widenedloudness-level gain owing to loudness summation is

defined as the difference in overall level between a critical bands in listeners with cochlear hearing losses.
Their data are compatible with normal local exponentstone and an equally loud tone complex. Many authors

refer to this quantity as “loudness summation.”) How- of their loudness functions near threshold, and the
small difference between listeners with cochlear hear-ever, this finding does not necessarily indicate abnor-

mally wide critical bandwidths for the listeners with ing losses and normal listeners with broadband mask-
ing seems likely to reflect that the local exponent of thehearing losses. As discussed below, it is consistent with

subtle differences between the loudness functions loudness function near threshold is subtly increased by
broadband masking but not by hearing loss.obtained in listeners with cochlear hearing losses and

in masked normal listeners. These considerations—together with the evidence
culled from the present data—indicate that widenedThe model predicts a small loudness-level loss owing

to loudness summation near threshold because it critical bands are unlikely to affect the estimation of
loudness functions on the basis of loudness summa-assumes that the loudness increases more rapidly than

intensity (i.e., the local exponent is larger than unity) tion. The primary effect of reduced frequency selectiv-
ity appears to be an increase in off-frequency masking,near a threshold that is elevated by masking. If the

local exponent is unity, no loudness-level gain (or loss) which may well increase mutual masking among the
components of tone complexes, but this effect isowing to loudness summation should be obtained, and

if the local exponent is less than unity, the loudness- readily accounted for by the model used to derive
loudness functions from the loudness matches.level gain owing to loudness summation should be

positive. The present data, as well as Hellman’s data
(e.g., Hellman and Meiselman 1990, 1993; Hellman Comparison between normal listeners and
1999), indicate that the local exponents of the loud- listeners with hearing losses
ness functions at low SLs are near unity and are similar
for normal listeners and listeners with cochlear hear- As shown in Table 2, the low-level asymptotic expo-

nents of the loudness functions for the listeners withing losses. On the other hand, Buus (2000) found that
the local exponent of loudness functions at low SLs hearing losses are within the range of 1.04–2.31

obtained for normal listeners by Buus et al. (1998).were about 30% larger under partial masking than in
the quiet for three normal listeners tested in both In addition, the average low-level asymptotic exponent

for the listeners with hearing losses is identical to theconditions. Thus, one might expect that the loudness-
level gain owing to loudness summation at low SLs normal average of 1.43. Likewise, SNRths (the thresh-

old signal-to-noise ratios within a critical band cen-should be the same in normal listeners and listeners
with cochlear hearing losses, but could be slightly nega- tered on the tone) for the best-fitting pure-tone

loudness functions are generally within the range oftive in listeners with partial masking.
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�11.9 to �1.8 dB obtained for normal listeners, and data for levels above 25 dB SL are lacking. Indeed, if
tone levels above 25 dB SL are eliminated from thethe mean of �4.6 dB is not far from the normal mean

of �7.6 dB and is close to the value of �4 dB assumed data for normal listeners in the study by Buus et al.
(1998), the model fits yielded an average value of shiby Zwislocki (1965) for normal listeners. Thus, the

present data show that the form of the low-level part equal to 0.25, compared with that of 0.087 obtained
when the entire data set is used. This finding indicatesof the pure-tone loudness function is the same for

normal listeners and listeners with cochlear hearing that the limited range of levels used for the listeners
with hearing losses is likely to result in enlarged esti-losses. As shown in Table 2, the local exponents of

the loudness functions evaluated at 0 and 10 dB SL mates of shi, simply because data above 25 SL are neces-
sary to obtain a good estimate of the local exponent atreinforce this conclusion. At 0 dB SL, they ranged

from 0.94 to 1.78 for the present listeners with hearing moderate sensation levels, at least for normal listeners.
The second factor relates to the reduced outer-hair-losses; the range was 0.96–2.04 for the normal listeners

tested by Buus et al. (1998). The average local expo- cell function that is likely to be present in most of our
listeners. In normal listeners, the loudness function isnents were almost identical: 1.26 for the listeners with

hearing losses in the present experiment and 1.31 for highly compressive at moderate levels; the local expo-
nent is about 0.2 around 40 dB SL (Buus et al. 1998),the normal listeners in our previous experiment. At

10 dB SL, the local exponents ranged from 0.55 to which is thought to reflect that normal outer hair cells
reduce the basilar-membrane gain rapidly as the sound0.96 for the listeners with hearing losses and from

0.60 to 1.20 for the normal listeners; the average local level increases (e.g., Yates 1990; Ruggero et al. 1997;
de Boer and Nuttall 2000). If outer-hair-cell functionexponents were 0.74 for the listeners with hearing

losses and 0.87 for the normal listeners. Thus, the is reduced, one would expect the compression at mod-
erate levels to diminish, which ought to enlarge thepresent data show that rate of loudness growth near

threshold is the same for normal listeners and listeners local exponent for the moderate-SL part of the loud-
ness function in listeners with cochlear hearing losses.with cochlear hearing losses.

Whereas the parameters for the low-level part of In other words, it is quite possible that the enlarged
shis obtained for the listeners with hearing losses reflectthe loudness function are clearly similar for normal

listeners and listeners with hearing losses, differences that the midlevel compression is less than normal in
cochlear hearing losses. It is noteworthy that the Hell-are apparent at higher SLs. As noted in the Results

section, the high-level asymptotic exponents shi, man and Meiselman (1990) data appear to indicate
reduced compression over a limited range of SLs some-tended to be steeper for the listeners with hearing

losses (average: 0.28; range: 0.12–0.48) than for the what above threshold for their listeners with cochlear
hearing losses, although the authors did not discussnormal listeners in our previous study (average: 0.087;

range: 0.0001–0.16). This was especially true for L4 this effect.
The third factor relates to the fact that moderateand L5, but L1 and L2 also yielded shis that exceed

the range of values obtained for normal listeners. The SLs correspond to higher SPLs in listeners with hear-
ing losses than in normal listeners. Recent studies indi-exception is L3, whose thresholds were nearly normal

at and below 1600 Hz. This indicates that the loudness cate that the local exponent of the normal loudness
function is larger at high than at moderate SPLs (Flore-functions for listeners with elevated thresholds may

have local exponents that are somewhat larger than ntine et al. 1996, 1998; Buus et al. 1997, 1999). It is
smallest between 40 and 50 dB SPL and appears tonormal at moderate SLs. As shown in Table 2, the local

exponents for L1, L4, and L5, whose hearing losses increase above 70 dB SPL or so. If perception of loud-
ness by listeners with cochlear hearing losses is approx-are substantial, are larger than normal at 20 dB SL

(normal range: 0.33–0.50). As discussed below, there imately normal at SPLs well above their elevated
thresholds, their loudness function ought to be steeperare at least three factors that may account for this

finding. than normal at moderate SLs because the correspond-
ing SPLs are higher than normal. This explanation isThe first factor relates to the somewhat limited

range of levels encompassed by the stimuli used for supported by loudness functions obtained in masked
normal listeners. Buus (2000) observed that the localthe listeners with hearing losses. The listeners with

elevated thresholds were tested only at levels up to exponents of normal listeners’ loudness functions at
20 and 40 dB SL were larger under masking than inabout 25 dB SL, whereas the listeners with normal

hearing were tested at levels up to about 50 dB SL. the quiet.
The increase of the local exponent at high SPLsThus, the estimates of shi pertain to lower SLs in the

listeners with hearing losses than in normal listeners. appears consistent with basilar-membrane mechanics,
even if it seems contrary to observations of nearlyBecause the local exponent of the normal loudness

function is larger at 25 than at 50 dB SL, the model undiminished compression in the basilar-membrane
input-output function for levels up to at least 100 dBis likely to provide an enlarged estimate of shi when
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SPL (e.g., Ruggero et al. 1997). In large part, the with hearing losses. This finding is in stark contrast to
the long-held notion of recruitment as an abnormallycompression observed at high SPLs results because

the place of measurement is fixed, whereas the place of rapid growth (i.e., an abnormally large local expo-
nent) near the elevated thresholds of listeners withmaximal vibration to a fixed-frequency tone migrates

toward the base at high sound levels (Summers and cochlear hearing losses (e.g., Fowler 1937; for review,
see Brunt 1994; Moore 1998). However, it agrees withLeek 1998). This means that the vibration amplitude

measured in response to a tone that yields maximal conjectures by Hellman and co-workers (e.g., Hellman
and Zwislocki 1964; Hellman and Meiselman 1990;vibration amplitude at the place of measurement for

low SPLs (i.e., a best-frequency tone) will be less than Hellman 1999). Like Steinberg and Gardner (1937),
Hellman and Zwislocki (1964) noted that loudnessmaximal at high SPLs. This can readily be seen in

Figure 7 of the article by Ruggero et al. (1997). As the matches between tones in quiet and tones partially
masked by a 1-octave-wide noise were very similar tosound level increases above 60 dB SPL, the largest

response is produced by frequencies below 10 kHz, loudness matches between tones at frequencies with
normal hearing and tones at frequencies with cochlearwhich is the best frequency. Presumably, the 10-kHz

tone produces a similarly large response at a place hearing loss. Based on extrapolation of loudness data
obtained for normal listeners tested at levels down tosomewhat basal to the place of measurement. Thus,

the apparent compression of best-frequency tones at 4 dB SL in a 1-octave-wide masking noise, Hellman and
Zwislocki (1964) suggested that the local exponent ofhigh SPLs results because the fixed-place measure-

ment reflects the diminished vibration on the apical loudness functions near threshold should approach
unity for listeners with hearing losses as well as forcutoff of the traveling wave when the SPL exceeds 60

dB SPL. normal listeners in quiet and under broadband mask-
ing. It may seem paradoxical that Hellman and Meisel-Because loudness almost certainly reflects an inte-

gration of the activity in fibers distributed across the man (1990) concluded that “for hearing losses greater
than 40 dB, the values of the individual and meanentire basilar membrane, the place at which the vibra-

tion occurs is likely to be relatively unimportant for the slopes [i.e., local exponents] . . . are clearly larger than
those obtained in normal hearing. The larger slopeloudness produced by some stimulus. The important

factor is the amount of activity, wherever it occurs. values are indicative of cochlear involvement” (p.
2604). They stated that ‘ ‘most of the slopes for normalTherefore, a first approximation to the relation

between loudness and basilar-membrane vibration rea- hearing lie between 0.20, and 0.35, with a mean close to
the standard value of 0.30, while for cochlear-impairedsonably can be thought to reflect the maximal vibra-

tion amplitude that a given tone produces anywhere hearing they lie between 0.52 and 1.46, with a mean
close to 1.0” (p. 2600. Note that the slope values quotedalong the basilar membrane. Owing to the trading

of frequency and place, one may also consider the here are half those [re sound pressure] stated by Hell-
man and Meiselman. This change makes them compa-maximal vibration amplitude produced by any fre-

quency at some fixed place (assuming that the transfer rable to the local exponents [re sound intensity] used
in the present article). However, the differencefunction between the sound source and the inner ear

is relatively independent of frequency; see also de Boer between normal listeners and listeners with hearing
losses resulted because the local exponents were esti-and Nuttall 2000). Viewed in this manner, the data in

Figure 7 of Ruggero et al. (1997) indicate that the mated for levels just above 4 dB SL for the listeners
with hearing losses, but at levels “over which a simplenormal loudness function ought to be considerably

less compressive at high than at moderate SPLs. power function obtains” (Hellman and Meiselman
1988) i.e., above 30 dB SL or so for normal listeners.Accordingly, one would expect the local exponent at

moderate SLs to be larger for listeners with hearing The local exponents obtained by Hellman and Meisel-
man (1990) are consistent with Hellman and Zwis-loss (for whom the SPL is relatively high) than for

normal listeners (for whom the SPL is moderate), if locki’s (1964) hypothesis and agree closely with the
local exponents obtained at 5 dB SL for the listenersthe local exponent of the loudness functions for listen-

ers with hearing losses is approximately normal at SPLs in the present study (range: 0.77–1.14; average: 0.99).
In summary, it is clear that local exponents near thresh-well above their elevated thresholds.
old are no larger in listeners with hearing losses than
in listeners with normal hearing. Contrary to the asser-Implications for loudness growth in listeners
tions by Hellman and coworkers, however, it appearswith hearing losses: Recruitment
that asymptotic low-level exponent slo is somewhatreconsidered
larger than unity in both listeners with hearing loss as
indicated by the present study and normal listeners asThe most important finding of the present study is

that the local exponent of the loudness function near indicated by our previous study (Buus et al. 1998).
The classical notion of recruitment often is statedthreshold is the same for normal listeners and listeners
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to be consistent with decreased compression due to the extent to which loudness at threshold is elevated
by a given hearing loss is apt to vary across individualsouter-hair-cell damage (Patuzzi 1993; Moore and

Glasberg 1997; Moore 1998). However, the rate of depending on the pathology underlying the hearing
loss. It is likely to depend on the balance betweenloudness growth near threshold is likely to be relatively

independent of outer-hair-cell function, because the inner- and outer-hair-cell dysfunction. In addition, it
may depend on specific aspects of the inner-hair-cellbasilar-membrane gain is nearly constant within 10 or

15 dB (Yates 1990; Ruggero et al. 1997) or even 30 dB dysfunction, such as whether it is primarily a loss of
responsiveness for the most sensitive fibers or is an(de Boer and Nuttall 2000) of threshold. In other

words, the basilar-membrane response grows linearly attenuation of the response throughout the dynamic
range for all auditory nerve fibers. Certainly, the valuesnear threshold whether the threshold is normal or is

elevated because of cochlear hearing losses. Accord- of sHL obtained from the model fits in the present
study showed substantial differences across listeners.ingly, one might expect the rate of loudness growth

near threshold to be the same in normal listeners and They ranged from 0.14 to 0.62 for the three listeners
with hearing losses that varied considerably across thein listeners with hearing losses, assuming that loudness

bears a relatively simple relationship to the vibration range of component frequencies, which indicates that
loudness at threshold increases systematically with theamplitude of the basilar membrane (Buus et al. 1997;

Schlauch et al. 1998). In summary, the present finding amount of hearing loss within each listener, but the
rate of increase differs across listeners.that loudness grows at similar rates near threshold in

normal listeners and listeners with hearing losses is Two other listeners (L1 and L5) have audiograms
that are relatively flat over the range of frequenciesconsistent with expectations derived from careful con-

sideration of basilar-membrane mechanics, as well as encompassed by the present stimuli. The small range
of hearing losses makes it difficult to estimate how thewith data obtained with magnitude matching and

cross-modality matching. amount of hearing loss affects loudness at threshold
by the within-listener comparisons employed by theThe finding that loudness grows at a normal rate

for the first 10–15 dB above the elevated threshold of model. Therefore, the lack of a positive relation
between the amount of hearing loss and the loudnessa listener with hearing loss requires a new explanation

for the fact that loudness often is nearly normal at at threshold for L1 and L5 should not be taken to
indicate that loudness at threshold is normal for thesehigh SPLs. The present data indicate that the likely

explanation is that loudness at threshold is larger than listeners. Inspection of Figure 3 indicates that the loud-
ness functions calculated for L1 and L5 on the basisnormal when threshold is elevated by a cochlear hear-

ing loss, although somewhat enlarged local exponents of the average value of sHL, if anything, underestimate
how much loudness at threshold is increased for theseover a narrow range of levels around 20 dB SL also

contribute to the “catching up” of loudness. The find- listeners. Although loudness at the elevated thresholds
for L1 and L5 is about 20 times the normal loudnessing that loudness at threshold is enlarged when the

threshold intensity is elevated agrees with conjectures at threshold, their loudness functions fail to reach
normal loudness for high-SPL tones. Given the severitythat may be derived from the extension of Zwislocki’s

(1965) model used by Hellman and Meiselman (1990) of these listeners’ hearing losses, some reduction of
the loudness, even at high SPLs, is quite plausible, butto fit their loudness estimates for listeners with hearing

losses. They assumed that a hearing loss could be reasonable loudness functions for L1 and L5 cannot
be positioned much lower than those shown. Thus, itdescribed by increasing the bandwidth and level of

the internal noise that accounts for absolute threshold. appears that Hellman and Meiselman (1990) model
may underestimate the extent to which loudness atThis leads to an increase in the loudness at threshold

when the threshold is elevated. Using the parameters threshold is elevated by a hearing loss, at least with
the parameters they used to fit their data. In any event,found to describe the data above 6 dB SL, Hellman

and Meiselman’s (1990) model yields a loudness at if the loudness functions for L1 and L5 were positioned
to make loudness at threshold equal to that for normalthreshold for a listener with a 65-dB hearing loss that

is 5.5 times larger than the calculated loudness at listeners, the predicted loudness for high-SPL tones
would be unreasonably small. This is also true for thethreshold for a normal listener, but the increase in

loudness at threshold depends strongly on the other listeners with elevated thresholds. Thus, it
appears to be an inescapable conclusion that loudnessassumed increase in the bandwidth of the internal

noise. at threshold is larger than normal when the threshold
is elevated by cochlear pathology. Altogether, the pres-In the present study, the model used to derive the

pure-tone loudness functions indicates that, on the ent data indicate that recruitment should be redefined as
an abnormally large loudness at an elevated threshold, whichaverage, the loudness at threshold doubles for every 16

dB of hearing loss. Whereas this average value appears is an important change from the classical definition of
recruitment as an abnormally rapid growth of loudnessreasonable, as discussed below, it should be noted that
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functions obtained for loudness matches between
tones for which thresholds are normal and tones for
which thresholds are elevated by cochlear hearing
losses (e.g., Steinberg and Gardner 1937; Miskolczy-
Fodor 1960). If loudness at threshold is increased
when the threshold is elevated by cochlear pathology,
tones near an elevated threshold in a listener with
hearing loss may be as loud as a moderate-SL tone
at frequencies with normal thresholds. Because the
normal loudness function is highly compressive at
moderate SLs, the level of a tone with normal thresh-
old must be raised much more than the level of a tone
in the region of elevated thresholds to maintain equal
loudness. According to this view, the steep loudness-
matching function between tones in regions with nor-
mal thresholds and tones in regions with elevated
thresholds does not result because the loudness func-
tion is less compressive near threshold for listeners
with hearing losses than for normal listeners. As illus-
trated in Figure 1, the steep loudness-matching func-
tion results because increased loudness at an elevated
threshold (together with a normal, somewhat faster-
than-linear growth of loudness near threshold) makes
the loudness of a low-SL tone in an ear with hearing
loss equal to the loudness of tones in the highly com-
pressive moderate-SL portion of the normal loudness

FIG. 3. Loudness functions for normal listeners (solid lines) and five function. In addition, somewhat enlarged local expo-
listeners with cochlear hearing losses (dashed lines). The loudness nents around 20 dB SL also contribute to the steep
in sones is plotted as functions of the tone’s SPL. The loudness func- slope of the loudness-matching functions between
tions for the listeners with hearing losses are derived from the data

tones in regions of normal hearing and tones inin Figure 2 and are limited to the range of levels encompassed by
regions of hearing loss.the loudness matches. [The highest level is less than the stimulus

range for L3, because Eqs. (4) and (5) are appropriate descriptions Figure 4 illustrates that the loudness functions
of the loudness function only for levels below about 40 dB SL.] obtained in the present study are entirely consistent
The normal listeners’ loudness function is obtained by combining with the classic studies on loudness matching. It shows
loudness functions obtained in two different experiments. Below 43

predicted loudness matches between a tone for whichdB SPL (thick solid line), it is derived by the method used in the
threshold is elevated by hearing loss and a tone forpresent experiment (Buus et al. 1998). Above 23 dB SPL, the normal

loudness function is derived from temporal-integration data (Floren- which the threshold is normal. The matching func-
tine et al. 1998). Because the loudness functions obtained with the tions were derived by finding the loudness correspond-
present method and from temporal integration agree between 23 and ing to a given SPL for the listener with hearing loss
43 dB SPL, the exact level at which transition is made from one to

according to the loudness function in Figure 3 andthe other is unimportant. The �’s mark the threshold and loudness
then finding the SPL needed to obtain the same loud-at threshold for each listener or group. As indicated by the dotted

line, which is a power function of intensity with an exponent of 0.19, ness according to the normal loudness function in
the loudness functions for the listeners with hearing losses have been Figure 3. The low-SL slopes of the matching functions
scaled to elevate the loudness at their elevated threshold according generally increase as the hearing loss increases, similar
to the average loudness elevation obtained from the simple model

to the general tendency observed by Miskolczy-Fodorof loudness summation discussed in the text.
(1960). L5 deviates somewhat from this general ten-
dency, but the deviation is well within the range of
loudness-matching functions indicated by Miskolczy-above an elevated threshold. Of course, it is possible

that some types of pathology may alter the loudness Fodor’s (1960) data. It also is noteworthy that the
derived matching functions in Figure 4 tend to havefunction to yield an abnormally large local exponent

near threshold, but this certainly did not occur among sigmoidal shapes and be less steep in the immediate
vicinity of the elevated threshold than at somewhatthe five listeners tested in the present study and other

data (Hellman and Meiselman 1990) indicate that it higher SLs. This form of the loudness-matching func-
tions agrees with Hellman and Zwislocki’s (1964) sum-would be extremely rare, if it occurs at all.

As noted in the Introduction, this redefinition of mary of Miskolczy-Fodor’s data and with loudness-
matching functions obtained with several proceduresrecruitment is consistent with the steeper-than-normal
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make a stimulus audible, which in turn would cause the
average loudness at threshold to increase (cf. Hellman
1994). Another possibility is that part of the threshold
elevation results because the most sensitive low-thresh-
old fibers may be more vulnerable to damage than
higher-threshold fibers. If low-threshold fibers fail to
respond in ears with hearing losses, detection would
be mediated by fibers that respond to suprathreshold
sounds in normal listeners. Following the idea that
excitation in a single frequency-selective auditory
channel is coded by a combination of fibers working
together to encompass the entire dynamic range (e.g.,
Delgutte 1987; Viemeister 1988), threshold responses
by such higher-threshold fibers ought to correspond
to a greater loudness than threshold responses of low-
threshold fibers. Accordingly, the loudness at thresh-
old will be elevated in listeners with hearing losses if
part of their hearing loss results because low-threshold
fibers fail to respond. At present, we are unaware of
data that might support or refute one or the other

FIG. 4. Predicted loudness matches between a tone for which the hypothesis, but it seems possible that one or perhaps
threshold is elevated by hearing loss and a tone for which the threshold

both of these mechanisms might account for the find-is normal. The matching functions are derived as pairs of SPLs yielding
ing that loudness at threshold appears to be larger inthe same loudness for a listener with hearing loss and an average

normal listener according to the loudness functions in Figure 3. The listeners with hearing losses than in normal listeners.
�’s show threshold for the listeners with hearing losses. The horizontal
dotted line indicates the threshold for normal listeners (8.4 dB SPL).
The diagonal indicates equal SPL in the normal ear and the ear with

CONCLUSIONShearing loss.

The present study used loudness matches between
for individual listeners, as shown by Hellman (1997). tones and tone complexes to assess the rate of loudness
The tendency of the derived matching function for growth near the elevated thresholds of listeners with
L3 to have a slope less than unity is consistent with hearing losses of primarily cochlear origin. A simple
his abrupt hearing loss, which causes a reduction of model of loudness summation provided good fits to
loudness and a reduced rate of loudness growth at the data and provided highly consistent estimates of
levels well above threshold (cf., Florentine et al. 1997). the form of the listeners’ loudness functions at low
Altogether, it is clear that the loudness functions sensation levels (SLs). The results show the following:
obtained in the present study are consistent with a
wide variety of data on loudness in listeners with hear- 1. The local exponent of the loudness function near

threshold is the same for normal listeners and lis-ing losses, although they contradict the classic notion
of recruitment as an abnormally large local exponent teners with cochlear hearing losses.

2. A normal local exponent of the loudness functionof the loudness function near a threshold that is ele-
vated by cochlear hearing loss. near a threshold that is elevated by cochlear pathol-

ogy is consistent with basilar-membrane mechanics,Whereas the finding of a normal rate of loudness
growth near elevated thresholds in listeners with hear- because the basilar-membrane input–output func-

tion is nearly linear within the first 10 or 15 dB ofing losses appears to be consistent with the linearity
of basilar-membrane input-output function near threshold whether the threshold is normal or is

elevated by a cochlear hearing loss.threshold for both normal listeners and listeners with
hearing losses, the explanation of the greater-than- 3. Loudness at threshold is greater than zero and

increases with the amount of hearing loss. The sim-normal loudness at a threshold that is elevated by
hearing loss remains speculative. Although part of the ple model of loudness summation indicates that,

on average, the loudness at threshold doubles forthreshold elevation is likely to reflect the reduced
basilar-membrane gain that results from damage to each 16 dB of hearing loss. For any particular lis-

tener, the loudness at threshold may well deviatethe outer hair cells in most cases of cochlear hearing
loss, additional threshold elevations may be caused by from this average because it is highly likely to

depend on the pathology underlying the hearingincreased internal noise. If the internal noise were
increased, an enlarged excitation would be needed to loss.
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